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Solutions



For each of the 20 problems a solution map is displayed 

with the following additional symbols: 
 

o  Answer Flag 

 

o  Other Flags 

 

   ����  Viewing point 

 

No. Ans. Comment 

1 A The lamppost in the background identifies the two shelters in the 

picture. 

2 B A single lamppost to the SW confirms that the tree inside the low wall 

is the one in the control circle. 

3 D The difference in levels of the pathways points to the steps behind the 

foreground tree. Hence D in the far distance. 

4 A Tricky but B is a slightly smaller flag – hence further away and too 

close to the end of the hedge. 

5 A Identify the paths crossing and the lamppost next to the curve in the 

pavement edge.  

6  Omitted 

7  Omitted 

8 B B is due SW of the corner of the hedge just showing in the photo 

and close to the kerb. Many boulders are less than 1m high and hence 

not mapped. 

9 A The large single boulder (over 1m) near the lamppost identifies C. The 

centre of the circle is further away hence A as the smaller flag. 



10 B Both A and B are at the northern corner but only B is inside the 

canopy. 

11 B Line up the lamppost, the end of the wall with a sloping top rail to get 

to A. There is another lamppost behind the circle centre 

12 B The low hill shown by the form line can just be seen. A is too near the 

lamppost and the bend in the roadway. 

13 C B is higher than C on the top of the low hill shown by the form line. C is 

thus on the small path. The lamppost confirms. 

14 B The recess in the wall is identified as the correct one by the shelter 

behind it. A is too near the lamppost, hence B 

15 E Again a lamppost and the drinking fountain (?)  identifies E not B of the 

kites next to the pavement. 

16 C Same photo as 15 but C is correct relative to the canopy. The steps 

near D are hidden by the hedge. 

17 C Two kites A and C are in a re-entrant near the thicket. But the ground 

does not rise up past A as the form line shows it should. 

18 A The correct steps are not very visible but B and C are clearly on the 

two other flights and too far away from the high wall. 

19  Omitted 

20 B Allowing for perspective A is on the same contour as lamppost whilst 

B is correctly further up the slope. 

21  Omitted 

22  Omitted 

23 C Tricky but the shadows suggest the open ground narrows at C and 

widens again at B. 

24 B Looking at the edge of the scattered trees gives B. 

25 D Two kites B and D are definitely in clear areas. The N S path just 

visible in front of it confirms D. 
 


